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Simple Question: 
‘What’s the best way 

to install 
apps and updates?’
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William Smith
Read Me!

William Smith
This is Rome, Italy.

By looking at a map, you'd almost have to agree that if you wanted to get there, you could pick most any road and follow it and eventually you'd arrive. "All roads lead to Rome."

That's an apt analogy for the question "What's the the best way to install apps and updates?" And my answer is simple: "It's complicated".

Some roads are well-established, well-traveled and short. Other roads are longer, twistier and not well-traveled at all. And still some may be well-established but indirect in how they get there.
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Roads to installing software
1. App Installers
2. App Store
3. Configuration profiles
4. Jamf product integrations
5. Patch Management
6. PreStage Enrollment
7. Policy
8. Manually

William Smith
Read Me!

William Smith
There are many roads to Rome.

Likewise, there are many roads to installing software. Jamf Pro offers seven ways to install software. In most cases, I'm including macOS upgrades and updates, but keep in mind some of these like PreStage Enrollments can't support installing an operating system.

If you’re thinking, “Bill, configuration profiles can't install software,” you're right! But profiles can manage software updates. We’ll talk about that in a bit.

And I’m going to throw one more option in here. You can always manually install software.



Avoid making yourself 
a cog in the machine

William Smith
Read Me!

William Smith
First, let’s define a term that I’ll use a few times. “Avoid making yourself a cog in the machine.”

Automated workflows like deploying software updates are made up of many pieces. Consider a machine made up of several cogs. One cog turns the next, which turns the next. So long as all the cogs are in place, the machine hums along just fine.

But, when you remove a cog, the machine stops. You have to do something.



Avoid making yourself 
a cog in the machine

!

William Smith
Read Me!

William Smith
You might think, “I’m too busy to fix it right now. I'll just take care of it.”

So, you step in and help move things along. And you keep doing that. And you keep doing that. Until, finally, you are now a cog in the machine.

You’ve made yourself indispensable to the process, and if you forget or go on holiday without telling someone what to do, your workflow breaks and you get a call from the boss.

But even worse, this is very inefficient. Your time is worth more than the price of a cog. Automate your processes as fully as possible and do what you can to avoid making yourself a cog in the machine. It may not always be possible, but it should be your goal.



App considerations
⃞ Is this a critical app?
⃞ Is this a core app?
⃞ Is this a system app?
⃞ Does this app have 

a complex install 
or require configuration?

⃞ Is this app offered 
through multiple channels? "

What should I 
consider about 

each app?

William Smith
Read Me!

William Smith
Before discussing each method Jamf Pro offers for installing apps and updates, let’s first evaluate our apps. Think about each app and what it means to your organization. These are my considerations. Yours may be different, but it’s worth listing them out.

Is this a critical app?

In other words, if an update breaks some feature or functionality, is my business stalled or are students unable to complete assignments?

Is this a core app?

Do I install it on all my devices or all devices in a group?

Is this a system app?

Does it run while no one is logged in or does it need to be there before anyone logs in? This will typically be security software like Jamf Protect or authentication software like Jamf Connect.

Does this app have a complex install or configuration?

Is there a serial number I need to install, network settings I need to configure or do I need to also deploy a Privacy Preferences Policy Control profile?

And is this app offered through multiple channels?

Should I download and install a package or can I possibly get it through the Mac App Store instead?



Deployment considerations
⃞ How flexible are my options?
⃞ Can it facilitate testing?
⃞ Is it scaleable?
⃞ Is it easy to use?
⃞ Is it low maintenance?
⃞ How easy is it to troubleshoot? "

What 
should I consider 
when choosing 
a deployment 

method?

William Smith
Read Me!

William Smith
We should also discuss the benefits and drawbacks of each method Jamf Pro offers for installing apps and updates. Yours may differ.

How flexible are its options?

Does a method offer only one way to install software or can I do any customization? I would include whether or not the deployment method supports initial app installation, updates or both.

Does it facilitate testing?

In other words, can I deploy to my test users in the organization before I go widespread?

Is the method I'm choosing scaleable?

Does it work for only one app? A handful? Can I use it for most of my apps?

Is it easy to use and how much maintenance does it require once I’ve set it up?

Will an administrator “become a cog in the machine” and have to do something with every update? Or can I set it and forget it?

And how easy is it to figure what's gone wrong?

Can I look at logs and easily troubleshoot if I need to?



Manually
• One-offs

When the effort to configure 
Jamf Pro to install automatically 
outweighs the effort to install 
manually

• Manual paperwork
• Difficult managing 

updates

William Smith
Read Me!

William Smith
Let’s look at the last method first — manually installing software. If I have Jamf Pro, why would I ever want to install software manually? Like an animal!

There’s a very simple reason. One-offs.

Sometimes the effort to configure Jamf Pro to automatically install the software outweighs the effort to just walk up to the computer and manually install it. I worked for a company where we only automatically installed software if we had 20 or more licenses. Anything less than that was handled by desktop technicians.

There’s a downside to this too, though. It usually means there’s going to be manual paperwork to maintain licenses and there’s no good way to enforce updates. But manual installation is an option.



App Installers
App considerations 
⃞ Is this a critical app? 

⃞ Is this a core app? 

⃞ Is this a system app? 

⃞ Does this app have a complex install 
or require configuration? 

⃞ Is this app offered 
through multiple channels?

Deployment considerations 
⃞ How flexible are my options? 

⃞ Can it facilitate testing? 

⃞ Is it scaleable? 

⃞ Is it easy to use? 

⃞ Is it low maintenance? 

⃞ How easy is it to troubleshoot?

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

William Smith
Read Me!

William Smith
Let’s talk about what's built into Jamf Pro starting with App Installers, Jamf’s newest software deployment feature.

I’m going to check those items where App Installers has an advantage and leave unchecked those items where App Installers may not be the first choice or a choice at all. Here are my thoughts about App Installers.

It’s great for core apps, and I’d choose it over other installation methods because of its simplicity. It really is point-and-click-and-go. As of the end of July, it offered nearly a hundred apps and because it’s based off Jamf's App Catalog, it has the potential to support hundreds of apps.

Don’t use it for critical apps in your organization, though. It’s very much a set-it-and-forget-it solution. We’re trading flexibility for simplicity. You can’t test apps deployed with App Installers from within the feature. You’ll have to find another way to test. Also, it relies on sending commands through Apple’s Push Notification service, which offers administrators very few options for troubleshooting if something doesn't work.



App Store
App considerations 
⃞ Is this a critical app? 

⃞ Is this a core app? 

⃞ Is this a system app? 

⃞ Does this app have a complex install 
or require configuration? 

⃞ Is this app offered 
through multiple channels?

Deployment considerations 
⃞ How flexible are my options? 

⃞ Can it facilitate testing? 

⃞ Is it scaleable? 

⃞ Is it easy to use? 

⃞ Is it low maintenance? 

⃞ How easy is it to troubleshoot?

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

William Smith
Read Me!

William Smith
Let’s look at the App Store next.

Again, I’m going to check those items where the App Store has an advantage and leave unchecked those items where it may not be the first choice or a choice at all. Here are my thoughts about the App Store.

Like App Installers, it’s great for core apps, and I’d choose it when an app is available here but not in App Installers. It’s also point-and-click-and-go and it has thousands of apps. You’ve got more flexibility than App Installers because you can automate updates or manually push updates and you can add an app multiple times. For example, a newer app version could be scoped to test users while leaving everyone else at an older version.

Don’t use it for critical apps in your organization because you have little control over when apps will be installed. With it, we're also trading flexibility for simplicity. Like App Installers, it too relies on sending commands through Apple's Push Notification service, which offers administrators very few options for troubleshooting.



App considerations 
⃞ Is this a critical app? 

⃞ Is this a core app? 

⃞ Is this a system app? 

⃞ Does this app have a complex install 
or require configuration? 

⃞ Is this app offered 
through multiple channels?

Deployment considerations 
⃞ How flexible are my options? 

⃞ Can it facilitate testing? 

⃞ Is it scaleable? 

⃞ Is it easy to use? 

⃞ Is it low maintenance? 

⃞ How easy is it to troubleshoot?

✔

✔

Configuration profiles

William Smith
Read Me!

William Smith
You may not think about configuration profiles as a method to install software, but some apps today include built-in update mechanisms.

Microsoft Office, for example, can automatically update apps using its AutoUpdate tool. And macOS can update itself too using Software Upate. For both of these, a configuration profile can enforce updates be turned on.

The downside to configuration profiles is you need to know the specific settings to manage for each application (if an application supports self-updating). And you have no control over the timing. Typically, apps must be running before they can check for updates, which means a little used app may go a while without updates.

I’d look at this option for non-critical apps in my environment that may not be in the App Installers catalog or the Mac App Store.



Jamf product integrations
Deployment considerations 
⃞ How flexible are my options? 

⃞ Can it facilitate testing? 

⃞ Is it scaleable? 

⃞ Is it easy to use? 

⃞ Is it low maintenance? 

⃞ How easy is it to troubleshoot?

App considerations 
⃞ Is this a critical app? 

⃞ Is this a core app? 

⃞ Is this a system app? 

⃞ Does this app have a complex install 
or require configuration? 

⃞ Is this app offered 
through multiple channels?

William Smith
Read Me!

William Smith
Jamf Pro integrates with two other Jamf products — Jamf Connect and Jamf Protect.

You’ll find those integrations in the Jamf Applications section under Settings. If you’re either a Jamf Connect or Jamf Protect customer, or both, you can use these integrations to deploy their software.



Jamf product integrations
App considerations 
⃞ Is this a critical app? 

⃞ Is this a core app? 

⃞ Is this a system app? 

⃞ Does this app have a complex install 
or require configuration? 

⃞ Is this app offered 
through multiple channels?

Deployment considerations 
⃞ How flexible are my options? 

⃞ Can it facilitate testing? 

⃞ Is it scaleable? 

⃞ Is it easy to use? 

⃞ Is it low maintenance? 

⃞ How easy is it to troubleshoot?

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

William Smith
Read Me!

William Smith
Normally, customers would need to download the Jamf Connect or Jamf Protect installers and upload them to Jamf Pro. The integrations work with the licensing in your Jamf Account to do all that for you. Once the software is installed, they help maintain the updates too.

I also marked “Can it facilitate testing?” under Deployment Considerations. It would be possible to create multiple configuration profiles — one for a test group and another for production — and assign installer versions. However, as with any testing workflow, keep in mind this is going to mean the Jamf Pro administrator is going to have to become a cog in the machine and release each update.

Like the other methods we’ve discussed so far, deployment relies on Apple’s Push Notification service, which makes it difficult to troubleshoot if something goes wrong. Also, this isn’t scaleable beyond just Jamf Connect and Jamf Protect.



Patch Management
App considerations 
⃞ Is this a critical app? 

⃞ Is this a core app? 

⃞ Is this a system app? 

⃞ Does this app have a complex install 
or require configuration? 

⃞ Is this app offered 
through multiple channels?

Deployment considerations 
⃞ How flexible are my options? 

⃞ Can it facilitate testing? 

⃞ Is it scaleable? 

⃞ Is it easy to use? 

⃞ Is it low maintenance? 

⃞ How easy is it to troubleshoot?

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

William Smith
Read Me!

William Smith
Jamf Pro’s Patch Management does a good job keeping already installed apps up-to-date.

Unlike the other options so far, it uses policies to deploy packages and that means it’s using the Jamf Management Framework to run commands to download and install the software. That gives Jamf Pro more insight into the deployment process that’s running, which can make troubleshooting easier.

It does have a few drawbacks. First, it’s not intended for deploying new apps. Jamf Pro policies must deploy new apps and then Patch Management can keep them updated. And it does require more maintenance and upkeep by the Jamf Pro administrator who has to download updates, upload them to Jamf Pro and add them to Patch Management. In this case, a Jamf Pro administrator becomes very much a cog in the machine.



PreStage Enrollment
App considerations 
⃞ Is this a critical app? 

⃞ Is this a core app? 

⃞ Is this a system app? 

⃞ Does this app have a complex install 
or require configuration? 

⃞ Is this app offered 
through multiple channels?

Deployment considerations 
⃞ How flexible are my options? 

⃞ Can it facilitate testing? 

⃞ Is it scaleable? 

⃞ Is it easy to use? 

⃞ Is it low maintenance? 

⃞ How easy is it to troubleshoot?

✔

✔

✔ ✔

✔

William Smith
Installing software during Automated Device Enrollment using a PreStage Enrollment in Jamf Pro should be done very sparingly. A goal for any zero touch deployment should be a quick enrollment to get the end user to the login screen or their desktop as soon as possible. Installing software while the end user is moving through the Setup Assistant is antithetical to that goal.

But, there are justifiable exceptions like Jamf Connect, which you may want installed as quickly as possible so that it appears as the login window instead of Apple’s login window. Possibly, some security software might be appropriate to include in the PreStage Enrollment.

There’s not much you can do during enrollment, so don’t plan on any user interaction. But you can also deploy configuration profiles at the same time, which means you can customize the software. And PreStage Enrollments install software by sending Apple Push Notification commands, so troubleshooting isn’t easy.

William Smith
Read Me!



Policy
App considerations 
⃞ Is this a critical app? 

⃞ Is this a core app? 

⃞ Is this a system app? 

⃞ Does this app have a complex install 
or require configuration? 

⃞ Is this app offered 
through multiple channels?

Deployment considerations 
⃞ How flexible are my options? 

⃞ Can it facilitate testing? 

⃞ Is it scaleable? 

⃞ Is it easy to use? 

⃞ Is it low maintenance? 

⃞ How easy is it to troubleshoot?

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

William Smith
Read Me!

William Smith
And policies. This checks just about every box on both lists.

Policies can be complex to set up and configure, but they offer the most robust set of choices for installing software — mainly because you can incorporate multiple packages, you can use scripts as part of your install workflow, and you can use smart groups to dynamically scope and unscope target computers.

And you can have multiple policies scoped to different groups for testing various versions.

But, if an app is offered through App Installers or the Mac App Store, I’d consider one of those options first, especially for my core apps.



Critical app Core app System App Complex Multiple Channels

App Installers ✔ ✔ ✔

App Store ✔ ✔

Configuration profiles ✔

Jamf product integrations ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

Patch Management ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

PreStage Enrollment ✔ ✔ ✔

Policy ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

App considerations

William Smith
Read Me!

William Smith
These are my considerations. You can use my list or modify it to create your own. But it should get you started.

Here’s a different way of showing you everything I just went through. I’ve simply put everything in a table where I have an overview of app considerations. Deployment methods are listed on the left and my considerations about apps are listed across the top.



Flexible Facilitates 
Testing Scaleable Easy to use Low 

Maintenance
Easy 

to Troubleshoot

App Installer ✔ ✔ ✔

App Store ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

Configuration profiles ✔

Jamf product 
integrations ✔ ✔ ✔

Patch Management ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

PreStage Enrollment ✔ ✔

Policy ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

Deployment considerations

William Smith
Read Me!

William Smith
Likewise, I've done the same thing for my deployment considerations.

Deployment methods are listed on the left and my considerations about each method are listed across the top.



App considerations 
⃞ Is this a critical app? 

⃞ Is this a core app? 

⃞ Is this a system app? 

⃞ Does this app have a complex install 
or require configuration? 

⃞ Is this app offered 
through multiple channels?

✔

Microsoft Office

✔

Deployment
• Use a policy to install on all 

computers without Microsoft 
Office

• Create a profile to manage 
AutoUpdate and keep Office 
up-to-date on all computers

• Create one “testing” profile and 
one “production” profile and scope 
accordingly

William Smith
How do I use this information? Let’s look at a few examples.

Here’s a common one — Microsoft Office.

In my environment, we consider Office to be a core app, so everyone gets Office installed automatically. And we maintain updates for our end users. It’s also available to install and keep updated in multiple ways. I can use App Installers, the Mac App Store or a policy to install it. And I can use any of those methods to keep it up-to-date too, including Patch Management.

From experience, I know Office is a solid product, but I still like to test my core apps before deployment.

So, here's what I’m going to do.

I’ll use a policy to install Microsoft Office on computers that don’t have it. I’ll make a configuration profile to manage AutoUpdate to keep Office up-to-date. AutoUpdate, by the way, will apply much smaller updates than either App Installers or the Mac App Store, which is why I’m using it. And I can configure AutoUpdate to install “preview” versions on my testers’ computers and “production” versions on the rest using profiles.

I do become a cog in the machine for part of this. I need to update my Office installer in the policy once every month or two. But for the sake of being able to test and the smaller downloads, this is acceptable to me.

William Smith
Read Me!



App considerations 
⃞ Is this a critical app? 

⃞ Is this a core app? 

⃞ Is this a system app? 

⃞ Does this app have a complex install 
or require configuration? 

⃞ Is this app offered 
through multiple channels?

✔

SAP Privileges

✔

Deployment
• Use App Installers to deploy and 

keep up-to-date

William Smith
Read Me!

William Smith
Let’s look at SAP’s Privileges app next.

This app offers a nice way to allow end users to elevate themselves to admins. Maybe they need to install printer drivers on their computer for their home printer.

Similar to Office, I’d consider it a core app that I’d like everyone to have. And I only have two choices for deployment — either download and install through a policy or use App Installers. I’m going to choose App Installers because in my list of considerations for deployment, it’s easier to deploy and keep up-to-date.

While my troubleshooting options are more limited, it’s a fairly small app and should install quickly. If it fails to install, there are likely other apps failing to install and I have a bigger problem to troubleshoot. And testing isn’t an issue for me here. I’m not terribly concerned if an update breaks the app because it shouldn’t be used that much and my end users can always call our support desk.



App considerations 
⃞ Is this a critical app? 

⃞ Is this a core app? 

⃞ Is this a system app? 

⃞ Does this app have a complex install 
or require configuration? 

⃞ Is this app offered 
through multiple channels?

✔

Jamf Connect

✔

Deployment
• Create Jamf Connect login and 

menu bar app configuration 
profiles

• Assign profiles to my PreStage 
Enrollment

• Edit either profile in Jamf Pro > 
Settings > Jamf Connect 
integration, assign an initial 
software version, and choose 
Maintenance updates 

✔

✔

✔

William Smith
How about Jamf Connect?

Jamf Connect is Jamf’s identity management solution that replaces the macOS login window with its own. That makes it a system app. And it needs to be there before anyone logs in, so I need to make sure it installs during the Setup Assistant.

I have two options for deployment — I can either download the installers from my Jamf Account and upload them to Jamf Pro or I can take advantage of the Jamf Connect integration found in Jamf Pro's Settings.

I’m going to take a hybrid approach here. First, I’ll create my two Jamf Connect configuration profiles for the Jamf Connect login window and the Jamf Connect menu bar app. I’ll add those to my PreStage Enrollment to install during the Setup Assistant. Then, set up the Jamf Connect integration in Jamf Pro’s Settings. I’ll choose either the login or menu bar app profile to install the software and keep it up-to-date with minor updates.

The profiles are going to install quickly during Automated Device Enrollment. As soon as they’re installed, Jamf Pro will trigger installing the Jamf Connect software. Depending on the rest of my enrollment workflow, that should be enough time for Jamf Connect to install and be ready by the time the end user reaches the login window.

If I find it doesn’t install quickly enough, I can fall back to downloading the packages, uploading to Jamf Pro and deploying them as part of my PreStage Enrollment. I prefer Jamf Pro’s integration over the PreStage Enrollment because I can create profiles for a testing group and profiles for production.

William Smith
Read Me!



App considerations 
⃞ Is this a critical app? 

⃞ Is this a core app? 

⃞ Is this a system app? 

⃞ Does this app have a complex install 
or require configuration? 

⃞ Is this app offered 
through multiple channels?

Slack

✔

Deployment
• Use the Mac App Store

William Smith
Read Me!

William Smith
Or, how about something like Slack?

If Slack goes down, it’s inconvenient to my end users, but my organization will still be here tomorrow. It’s also available for me to install in multiple ways — I can use App Installers, the Mac App Store or even a policy. And to keep it updated I can use any of those options plus Jamf’s Patch Management feature.

My choice here will be the Mac App Store. It’s neither a critical nor a core app for my environment. And the App Store can both deploy and keep Slack up-to-date automatically.

The reason I’m choosing it over App Installers is because I have the option to keep Slack updated automatically or I can choose to update manually. Other than that, either would work just fine for me.



App considerations 
⃞ Is this a critical app? 

⃞ Is this a core app? 

⃞ Is this a system app? 

⃞ Does this app have a complex install 
or require configuration? 

⃞ Is this app offered 
through multiple channels?

Promotion Manager (not a real app)

✔

Deployment
• Used on one computer in 

Marketing

• Ships as a .app installer

• Requires a serial number and 
online activation, which then 
installs a configuration

• Install manually

William Smith
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Finally, let’s look at an application called “Promotion Manager”. This isn’t a real app, but you may very well have apps like it in your environment.

Promotion Manager needs to be installed on one computer in Marketing that acts like a shared kiosk. It’s installed on the shared kiosk because the software is very expensive and the department manager doesn’t want to license it for everyone’s computer. End users walk up to the kiosk and use it as needed.

This is one of those non-standard apps that doesn’t come as an installer package but rather the installer itself is an app. And it requires both a serial number and online activation — I can’t push out a profile to manage it.

If I were going to push it using Jamf Pro, I’d have to repackage it using Composer, but then someone would still need to activate it online.

I deem this one app doesn’t warrant me trying to manage it with Jamf Pro, and so I’m going to just pass it along to a desktop technician to install manually. If it gets easier to manage in the future or we buy more licenses, I’ll go ahead and consider trying to manage it with Jamf Pro.
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Roads to installing software 
1. App Installers 
2. App Store 
3. Configuration profiles 
4. Jamf product integrations 
5. Patch Management 
6. PreStage Enrollment 
7. Policy 
8. Manually

William Smith
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With that, remember, you have several roads to installing software. They all lead to the same place, but some are better suited to specific apps than others.

You need to think about the first deployment of the app and a strategy for keeping it up-to-date. You also need to take into consideration whether your deployment method supports a testing workflow if it’s critical to your organization.
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William Smith
And finally, after you’ve considered your options and when presented with multiple roads that all lead to the same place, choose the shortest, most straight-forward option that can be most automated. Avoid making yourself a cog in the machine where you can.

William Smith
Read Me!
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